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Tianjin International School

HowDoYou Do, GyoRam?

GyoRam Park on the train to the ChangBaiShan Service Trip, 2022
GyoRam Park, a current junior, spending this days on her
second semester in TIS. We interviewed briefly with her about
her junior year.

or simply send WeChat to her classmates for help. By the way,
she still miss her physical communications with teachers and
friends.

For the question about her biggest expectation for her new
school year, she said "I was looking for some AP courses that I
chose this year, such as AP biology, AP psychology, and AP
seminar. Also, I was expecting to go to school since I was not
able to study at school affected by COVID in sophomore year."
She attended to school physically only about a month for last
semester, a first semester she ever came to TIS. Thankfully, she
adapted to TIS very well.

GyoRam enjoys AP Statics the most above all subjects she
takes this year, as it is the most challenging and interesting
course. As her Junior year goal, she wants to finalize her AP
courses and SAT well. Also, she feels excited about attending
to upcoming TIANMUN X as a delegate.

She answered her off-campus learning went better than what
she expected, as she could still email teachers for any questions,
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Lastly, GyoRam would like to meet every friends and ask how
were they doing in their online class if she could
go back to on- campus- learning.
Thank you GyoRam for the interview. Hope
to see you in campus as soon as possible.
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WelcometoTIS!
Wonjun Kim in 7th grade enjoying his first year at Wonjun said he was happy to experience
various activities even in online
TIS! We interviewed Wonjun about his school life.
learning. He participated in the MUN
Wonjun came to TIS for the first time this year. For this time and he thinks the new contents
the question how his school life is, he said, "I am learned at MUN are very interesting and
really adapting well to TIS. I thought it would be fun. He felt happy to discuss
unfamiliar since it was my first time learning at international topics and have global
international school, but my friends and teachers conversations with each other.
helped me a lot in many ways. I feel sad that I cannot
go to school in my first year at TIS, but still I am
really enjoying my school life!" We are happy to hear
that he is adjusting well to off-campus learning.

When asked what he wants to do first when he
goes to school, he said he wants to play soccer.
He loves sports, especially soccer. He looked
forward to play soccer in this quarter but it was
postponed due to online learning. He cannot wait
to go to school and play soccer with his friends!
Thank you Wonjun for the interview and hope to
see you back in person!

Books, Notebooks, and Cookies
On September 20, 2022, TIS ECC and
Elementary had a supply drop. TIS school bus
arrived in different stations, including YSJ, AC,
BDHT, QYQ, and TIS.The supply drop items for
elementary included library books which the
students themselves had chosen online or if they
did not choose them online, we provided packs
of books on their reading level.It also included
paper and notebooks to complement the
supplies, and a little package of cookies to show
teachers?love.
Mr. Williams, who taught everything from 3rd to
9th grade students, and even worked in the
technology department, said that it?s worth the
extra time commitment.
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?Everyone was happy to see their students in
person. There were a lot of high-fives, elbow
bumps and fist bumps as well as some hugs. We
really miss teaching students in person and we
really miss the interaction that happens in the
classroom. The students all seem very happy to
see their teachers and to have a chance to
actually see each other for the first time in a long
time. This is definitely something I think it?s
worth the extra time commitment.?
Every teachers look forward to a time when they
can get back to normal teaching on
campus.Today, teachers say that teaching online
robbed us of the joy. Able to interact with
students, teachers, and parents face-to-face
became the hope and wish for everyone.
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